30 YEARS OF
PRECISION.

Swiss quality, innovation
and reliability.

What began in 1991 in a small backyard workshop in Spiez, Switzerland has transformed into a recognized manufacturer of suppressors, small arms and accessories. B&T is not just a manufacturer of state-of-the-art small arms.
It combines a way of life that includes innovation, enthusiasm and the all-important Swiss attention to detail. Police
agencies, special teams and elite military units from all over the world rely on B&T’s know-how, adaptability and
reliability. These long-term customers appreciate B&T’s approach to business which includes face to face dialogue
and our unbroken passion for outstanding quality and true innovation.

TYPICAL SWISS,
SMALL BUT SUBTLE.
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B&T core values are: quality, precision and
innovation. Our passion has always been for
providing state-of-the-art and high-precision
solutions for our most demanding customers.
This has made B&T what it is today: a Swiss
company that has a reputable name worldwide as a recognized producer of small arms,
suppressors and weapon accessories.

Karl Brügger, the man behind B&T, is just as passionate today when it
comes to developing and producing small arms as he was thirty years ago.

A LIFE'S
WORK OF
PASSION.
Over the past 30 years, the world around us has changed
a great deal. B&T has also evolved and matured during
this time. Once known only to industry insiders as a small
niche company making suppressors on the shores of
Lake Thun in Switzerland, B&T has grown into a company
with worldwide respect and recognition.

Professional competence, passion and great team spirit are just a few of
the principles embodied by the over one hundred employees at B&T.

Despite of these changes, B&T has never forgotten the
most important reasons for its past success. It is our passion for the small arms industry and the people who use
our products. Our goal is to always make our customers’
jobs safer and easier. This is shown by the constant flow
of new and innovative products that are introduced every
year by B&T.
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B&T as a company projects a very clear image to the
market. That is we never accommodate or accept second
best. We know that our products will be in the hands of
internationally recognized law enforcement agencies and
the armed forces of democratic countries. B&T greatly
respects the rule of law and appreciates the role that modern militaries play in protecting human rights worldwide.

INSPIRED,
SWISS SPIRIT
OF INNOVATION.
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The corporate culture of B&T is firmly rooted in the traditional
Swiss way of thinking. Our culture, combined with a wide diversity
of languages and our international network, has shaped our world
view. We always keep in mind that Switzerland is a role model
for ingenuity and innovation. This concept has shaped our way of
working day in and day out as we provide expertise and unique
solutions for some of the most complex challenges in the industry.
B&T provides excellent added value for our customers worldwide.

Probably the smallest 9mm
Submachine Gun in the world

B&T HAS BEEN SETTING
THE STANDARDS FOR
30 YEARS.
APC9K SCW: The new Submachine
Gun of the US Army

B&T looks back with pride at the pioneering achievements that have significantly
shaped the company. Products developed in-house and put through their paces
by customers worldwide have become
recognized as today’s industry standard.
These products are rooted in our passion
for questioning and improving on existing
solutions. We combine our inquiring minds
and industry knowledge to find the best
solution and to have the vision to break
new ground again and again.

The cornerstone of our
success: Precision firearm
suppressors

Something that we are proud
of: The industry’s largest selection
of 9mm carbines/SMG‘s
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GL06: The complete Less-Lethal
Launcher System

IN PERMANENT USE BY
LAW AND ORDER.
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We are in a constant dialogue with law enforcement agencies, military professionals,
and others who risk their lives every day
to make our world a little safer. Once we
know precisely what they expect from their
weapons we can develop the perfect solution
for their missions. We do this by placing the
highest demands on our methods, our testing,
and, most importantly, on ourselves.
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APC

All products in the APC family use the
same design philosophy. The entire product family has the same ambidextrous
operating controls and manipulation.
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A SYSTEM FOR
EVERY APPLICATION:
THE APC POLICE
CARBINE

APC stands for Advanced Police
Carbine. This is not a single weapon
but is a complete system that is comprised of a range of semi-automatic
and select fire weapons of different
calibers of the same ergonomics and
manipulation.

THE MOST ADVANCED
POLICE CARABINE
ON THE MARKET:
APC556 /APC300

Accurate, compact, lightweight, safe and modular
are the primary features of the APC556 / 300.
The weapon system contains so many innovative
features such as the hydraulic recoil buffer and
the fully ambidextrous controls that sets the rifle
apart from other 556/300 products on the market.
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The European law enforcement market for long arms
has historically been dominated by weapons designed
for military use. A policeman and a soldier have different
requirements for a long arm and support weapons. This
difference has been overlooked by most manufacturers
for many years. That is the reason for the development
of the APC556 and APC300. The name says it all, Advance Police Carbine. Despite of this linage many military
special operations units have adapted that APC because
of modularity and flexibility provided by the system.

SPC

The SPC9 is a very innovative design that will enable
the user to configure the carbine however he or she
wishes. For example, the lower can be selected that
accepts Glock, SIG320 or B&T magazines. This offers
the user flexibility, cost savings and interoperability
between unit members.
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A TRUE HYBRID:
SPC9 SEMI-AUTOMATIC
CARBINE PCC

The SPC9 is a 9mm semi-automatic carbine that
combines many of the features of the APC9, MP5
and popular AR weapon platforms. It offers familiar
handling, excellent accuracy, safety and thanks to
the innovative hydraulic buffer a moderate felt recoil.

THE FIRST CHOICE IN
CLOSE PROTECTION:
MP9/TP9

TP9
The 9mm MP9 Submachine Gun /
Personal Defense Weapon has a wide
range of tactical applications ranging
from close protection, downed pilot
protection and covert surveillance.
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The compact size and concealability
makes the MP9 ideal for VIP protection,
plain clothes policing, select entry
teams members and as a PDW.

TOP PERFORMANCE
NEEDS A TOP
INFRASTRUCTURE.
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1991

To mark the company’s 30th anniversary, we were inspired by the Swiss
Alps to celebrate this auspicious
moment with the expansion of the
company building and infrastructure. We decided that we could only
continue our future high standard of
production, engineering and administration with expanded work spaces.
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SINCE
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EXPERIENCE,
INNOVATION AND
ENTHUSIASM.

GRASSHOPPER
MOUSE: GHM9

The GHM9 is a 9mm semi-automatic Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC).
The product is an inexpensive yet
sporty carbine for many dynamic
shooting disciplines. The compact
size and low recoil also makes it
useful for police and law enforcement agencies.
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The easy-to-use GHM9 is featured
with the well-known B&T hydraulic
buffer system. This reduces the felt
recoil which results in a very controllable firing cycle that produces tighter
shot groups. The name GHM is a
Swiss understatement: It stands for
Grasshopper Mouse, which is homage
to the carnivorous and fearless rodent
of North America, which eats scorpions as a major part of its diet.

EXTENDED
RANGE HANDGUN:
USW

USW

The catalyst that inspired the B&T development
team to create this new weapon, was the terrorist attacks in several major European cities. The
terrorists, armed with assault rifles had a huge
advantage over the police patrol units who were
the first to arrive at the crime scene. The terrorists dominated the situation because the police
could not contain the situation with pistols alone
at the longer engagement distances.
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The objective in developing the Universal Service
Weapon (USW) was to provide first responders with
a weapon that is holster carried with the means to
respond and to contain situations that is beyond
normal pistol ranges. The folding stock, Aimpoint
red dot sight and two-hand manipulation will insure
that any policeman can effectively and accurately
engage subjects at ranges well beyond pistol
ranges without endangering civilian bystanders.

THE MOST DISCREET
URBAN SNIPER RIFLE
ON THE MARKET:
SPR300 PRO

SPR

The application for this product
is for police and special military
to interdict select targets such as
street lights, guard dogs and for
other circumstances when a silent
and accurate shot placement is
required. The product also has
an application for game control
in areas close to urban and populated areas.
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The SPR300 is a very accurate
bolt action rifle with an integrated silencer in .300 AAC Blackout caliber for engagement
distances up to 150 meters.

THE GL-06 LESSLETHAL LAUNCHER
AND SIR IMPACT
MUNITIONS

B&T ACCESSORIES
FOR EVERY MISSION

Swiss precision and a great amount of
small arms experience ensures that B&T
accessories interface perfectly for the enhancement of the chosen weapon system.
B&T provides a full line of Swiss produced
accessories. This includes but is not limited
to: handgrips, stocks, tactical rail handguards, bipods, magazines and brass catchers.
B&T also supplies a full line of other accessories such as Red Dot sights, sniper optics,
tactical lights, night vision devices and even
tactical uniforms and clothing.

Handguard
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The GL-06 is part of the B&T less-lethal
system developed for the effective and
safe maintenance of public order.
For many years, public order and riot control
units lacked an accurate and safe means of
controlling large and violent crowds. The GL06 less-lethal launcher system is perhaps the
safest and most accurate impact system in
the industry. If used properly (as outlined by
the UN) it will not penetrate skin, damage internal organs or permanently injure subjects.

40mm Training Cartridges
Rubber HEX and CS

Shoulder Stock
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GL

The system includes the Safe Impact Round
(SIR) cartridge, which provides safe energy
levels and excellent precision up to 50 meters.
It is completely safe at close range.

Bipods &
Handgrips

SOUND AND FLASH
SUPPRESSION: AN
OVERVIEW OF THE
SUPPRESSOR FAMILY

Since 1991 B&T has been manufacturing
sound suppressors for almost all types of
small arms. During this period, over 3200
different prototypes were developed, which
resulted in over 400 products placed into
serial production.
The calibers developed range from the small .17
HMR to the mighty .50 cal. and all calibers in between. The range extends to pistols, submachine
guns, assault rifles, sniper rifles, crew served
weapons and even anti-material rifles. B&T also
puts this expertise into the development of their
line of hunting suppressors and even accessories.
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Swiss customers can order
anything from the B&T
accessory product line from
the B&T webpage.

MAY
1991

DECEMBER
1992

In May 1991, with an initial investment of
CHF 5,000 and a milling machine, B&T
designs and produces its first suppressors
for the domestic Swiss market. The net
sales at the end of the month brought in
a net CHF 5,880. By the end of October
1992 sales grow and the young company
reached over CHF 100,000,- in total sales.

In 1992, orders to local subcontractors
accounted for mere CHF 3,240; Today,
B&T pays more than 11 million Francs
a year for mechanical parts from
Swiss subcontractors.

SPRING
2019

TODAY
2021

In 2019, US Army officially adopts APC9K submachine
gun as the new subcompact weapon for the entire service. This is historic as this is the first time since 1942
that the American Army has officially adopted any SMG.

Today, B&T maintains a turnover per day
that was achieved in 1993 per quarter.
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KEY FACT AND
FIGURES ABOUT THE
B&T HISTORY.

POWER AND
LEADERSHIP FOR
THE FUTURE.
There is a proverb in German that says, “Stillstand ist
Rückschritt” which means roughly; if one is not moving
forward one is moving backward. For the last thirty years,
B&T has never lost its desire to move forward. Most
recently this has been demonstrated by the expansion
of the manufacturing facility. One would not recognize
the company from a few short years ago. B&T is committed to the highest standards of Swiss precision today
and tomorrow.
We at B&T are just as concerned about the environment
as we are with the quality of our products. We are ISO
certified “Environmental Quality Management”. Our commitment to this is illustrated by the bank of solar panels
that we use to electrify the entire company so we can
assure all of our customers of a strong and safe future.
We are targeting the next thirty years.
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ZERTIFIKAT

Herstellung und Vertrieb von mechanischen Spezialteilen, Vertrieb von
Artikeln für den Jagd-, Schiessport- und Behördenbedarf sowie
Herstellung, Verkauf und Vermittlung von Rüstungsgütern aller Art

ISO 45001 : 2018 Arbeitssicherheit & Gesundheitsschutz
Registriernummer:
Erstzertifizierung:

220-06-866.A
2. Juli 2020

Nächstes Überwachungsaudit:

Juni 2021

Gültig bis:

1. Juli 2023

Herstellung und Vertrieb von mechanischen Spezialteilen,
Vertrieb von Artikeln für den Jagd-, Schiessport- und
Behördenbedarf sowie Herstellung, Verkauf und Vermittlung von
Rüstungsgütern aller Art
ein Managementsystem eingeführt hat und anwendet nach:

ISO 9001 : 2015 Qualitätsmanagement
Registriernummer:
Erstzertifizierung:
Überwachungsaudit
Nächstes Überwachungsaudit:

220-06-866.M
1. Juni 2005
2. Juli 2020
Juni 2021

Gültig bis:

31. Mai 2023

Martina Dudle

Vorsitzende des Zertifizierungsrates

Bäch, 20.07.2020

Martina Dudle

Vorsitzende des Zertifizierungsrates

Bäch, 2.7.2020

This is an accredited certificate authorized for issue by ASCB Global (Accreditation Service for Certifying Bodies) who have
assessed ATTESTA against defined criteria and in cognizance of ISO 17021:2015 ‘Conformity Assessment - Requirements
for bodies providing audit and certification of management systems’. This certificate is only valid when confirmed by the
register listed in the International Register of Quality Assessed Organizations: www.irqao.com.

This is an accredited certificate authorized for issue by ASCB Global (Accreditation Service for Certifying Bodies) who have
assessed ATTESTA against defined criteria and in cognizance of ISO 17021:2015 ‘Conformity Assessment - Requirements
for bodies providing audit and certification of management systems’. This certificate is only valid when confirmed by the
register listed in the International Register of Quality Assessed Organizations: www.irqao.com.
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SCHWEIZER ZERTIFIZIERUNGSGESELLSCHAFT AG

FOR PROFESSIONAL
USERS AND PRIVATE
CUSTOMERS: OUR
B&T SHOP IN THUN.
For professional and for civilian users, B&T operates a retail shop in Thun Switzerland.
This store is focused on all B&T products to include small arms, suppressors and all
accessory items. Other products by other companies and clothing can also be found.
The shop is open Tuesday to Friday 11:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and Saturday 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. We proudly carry the following brands:

3M/PELTOR
5.11 TACTICAL SERIES
AIMPOINT®
ARMADILLO
BLACKHAWK
BLUEGUNS – TRAININGSWAFFEN
CARINTHIA
EDGE TACTICAL EYEWEAR
FIOCCHI
FOX KNIVES
HECKLER & KOCH
HIGH SPEED GEAR
KCLOAK
KEY-BAK
LASER-AMMO
LED LENSER
LMS GEAR
MAGPUL
MAROM DOLPHIN
NEGRINI

NFM
RADAR
SAN ENTRY TOOLS
SAVOTTA
SCHLETEK
SEEK
SHIELD SIGHTS
SHOCKNIFE®
SIMUNITION®
STIL CRIN
STREAMLIGHT
SUREFIRE
SWEDEN ENTRY TOOLS
TALON GRIPS
TANGO DOWN
TCH
TRAVEL JOHN
TXC CUSTOM KXDEX HOLSTER
ULBRICHTS
VERTX

tomcat.ch

« THE BITTERNESS OF POOR
QUALITY REMAINS LONG
AFTER THE SWEETNESS OF
LOW PRICE IS FORGOTTEN. «

B&T
Tempelstrasse 6
3608 Thun
Switzerland
Tel. +41 33 334 67 00
info@bt-ag.ch

B&T USA
4532 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Suite 111
Tampa, FL 33609
Phone +1 813 653 1200
sales@bt-arms.com

B&T Shop
Zelglistrasse 10
3608 Thun
Switzerland
Tel. +41 33 334 67 30
shop@bt-ag.ch

B&T – INNOVATIVE
SMALL ARMS SYSTEM
FROM SWITZERLAND.
«Anyone who is dependent on technology must be able to rely on it one
hundred percent of the time.»

bt-ag.ch

